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● 39% of email marketers that use 
list segmentation get better open 
rates.

● Relevant emails drive 18x more 
revenue than blast emails.

● 28% of marketers see lower opt-out 
rates and unsubscribe rates.

3 Reasons Why List Segmentation Works
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Source: Hubspot Marketing Blog, 2012



When you segment your list, you narrow 
your focus on the target groups that matter 

most to you.

These target groups are called segments.



1. Geography Matters A Lot More Than You 
Think.

You’ll sell a lot more winter coats to New Yorkers in January 
than you would to Texans. Separating your lists by geography 

helps with seasonal promotions.



2.   Send To The Right Organizations!

Think about instead of a broad general blast campaign, 
instead tailor your email blast for each organization type so 

you can best address their needs by speaking their language. 

Separate your list by organization type: retail, restaurant, 
nonprofit, e-commerce, enterprise, and public. Doing this 
helps you deliver better content that is relevant to them.



3.   Understand What Your Customer Likes

This is where your customer’s purchase 
history works for you. Look at what 
your customer loves to buy, the buying 
frequency, and then segment your list. 

Your customer loves teddy bears? Not a 
problem! Send them emails about the 
newest teddy bear you have in stock, or 
how they can build their own bear in 
new product release.



4.  Send Content That They Want To Read

What content topics get the most clicks from your email 
subscribers? You can segment per clicks from content topics 
such as cooking, home renovation, finance, and others that 

people want to know more about from your business.



5.   Seize The Hot Lead Opportunity!

Notice that a potential client has 
repeatedly clicked on an email 

offer from your business? Target 
the next email blast based upon the 
level of interest, and use your email 

to close the sale!

CHANCE TO CONVERT YOUR 
LEAD 



Just by using these FIVE easy ways to 
segment your list, you’ll have massively 

improved the way you send email to your 
consumers! 

And even better, the content you send is 
relevant, and increases your open rates, 

click-throughs, and revenue.



Want more than 5 ways to segment your list? 

Let’s talk today on how we can improve your email 
marketing.
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